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ABSTRACT 
Three types of stability of real matrices are compared and necessary conditions 
are obtained in terms of the principal submatrices. For normal matrices and matrices 
whose off-diagonal elements are all positive, these conditions are sufficient, and the 
three types of stability are all equivalent. Necessary and sufficient conditions in terms 
of the elements of the matrix are proven for matrices of order 2 and 3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper A = (aij) is a real matrix of order n and D = 
diag(d,, d,, . . . , d,) is a real diagonal matrix. The transpose of A is AT, and 
H > 0, H > 0, H < 0 mean that H is a real symmetric matrix which is, 
respectively, positive definite, positive semidefinite and negative definite. 
Of great importance in the theory of differential equations are stable and 
semistable matrices-those whose eigenvalues all have real parts negative 
and nonpositive, respectively. Three stronger forms of stability also occur: 
DEFINITION 1. The matrix A is said to be 
(a) strongly stable (strongly semistable) if A -D is stable (semistable) 
for all D > 0, 
(b) D-stable (D- semistable) if DA is stable (semistable) for all D >O, 
(c) Volterru-Lyupunou stuble if there exists a D >0 for which AD + 
DAT<O. 
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That Volterra-Lyapunov stability implies stability follows from 
Lyapunov’s theorem, which characterizes stable matrices as those with 
AH+ HAT<0 for some H >O. 
Volterra-Lyapunov stability has long been known, although not by this 
name, to be a sufficient condition for D-stability [l]. 
PROPOSITION 1. If A is Volterra-Lyapunov stable, then it is both 
strongly stable and D-stable. 
Proof. Suppose that D, > 0 is such that AD,+ D& T<O. Then for any 
D > 0, 
so that A - D is stable by the Lyapunov theorem. Hence A is strongly stable. 
Similarly A is D-stable, because for any D > 0 
(DA)(D,D)+(DD,)(A~D)=D(AD~+D~~)D<o. m 
The concept of strong stability arises when diffusion models of biological 
systems are linearized at a constant equilibrium. As in [2], one obtains 
vt = Au + Dv,,, 
where D > 0 is a matrix of diffusion coefficients. The function v = e ikr+xtt is 
a solution if 
(A-k2D--hl)t=O. 
Thus A must be strongly stable in order for the equilibrium to be asymptoti- 
cally stable for all D > 0. 
D-stability occurs in economic models, and is defined in the literature in 
terms of positive stability, i.e., the eigenvalues have positive real parts. An 
extensive bibliography can be found in [3]. The results on D-stability which 
we present are not new, but are included for comparison purposes. 
In the Lotka-Volterra model 
q=diag(u,,...,v,,)(AV+B) 
for the interaction of n species, Goh [4] has shown that if A is Volterra- 
Lyapunov stable, then a feasible equilibrium q > 0 will be globally asymptot- 
ically stable. Some of our results on Volterra-Lyapunov stability are also 
proven by Barker, Berman and Plemmons [5]. 
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2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
For any subset 1~ ii<&< .*. <ii < n of the integers 1,2 ,..., n, the 
principal submatrix Ai,, ,$ of A is obtained by omitting all rows and columns 
except those with indices i,, i,, . . . , ii. The corresponding principal minor is 
Mil,,,,, =detA, ,,,, “i. The minors Mi are written simply aii. 
DEFINITION 2. The signed principal minors of A are the quantities 
(- I)W,,,.$. 
The characteristic polynomial of A is 
det(AI-A)=h”+c,h”-‘+ ... +c,_~~+c,, (1) 
where 
ci = 2 
l<f,<.'. <i,<n 
(- l)‘M,,...~ 
is the smn of all the signed principal minors of order j. 
THEOREM 1. 
(a) Zf A is strongly stable, then all principal submutri~es of A are 
strongly semistable. 
(b) Zf A is D-stable, then all principal s&matrices of A are D-semista- 
ble. 
(c) lf A is Volterra-Lyapunoo stable, then all principal submatrices of 
A are Volterra-Lyapunov stable. 
Proof 
(a) Suppose that a principal submatrix Ai,, ,.i, with j < n, is not strongly 
semistable. Then there exists a D, > 0 such that (A - DJi,., ,$ has an eigen- 
value X, with positive real part. Let D be the diagonal matrix which has zero 
in the diagonal positions i,, i,, . . . , ii and d in the remainder. Then 
n-j 
det(AZ-A+ D,+ D)= x p,(X)dk, 
k=O 
where the pk (A) are polynomials in h, and ~“_~(h) = det(A1 - A + Do)i, ,,,+, 
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Let C be a circle in the positive half plane, with center X, and no zero of 
p,_ j(X) on it. For (1 large enough, 
on C, and hence det (hl- A + Da+ D) has a zero inside C by Rouche’s 
theorem. This contradicts the strong stability of A, and thus proves the 
assertion, 
(1~) For completeness we include a proof of this well-known result. 
Given D >0 and a submatrix A,!,,,,, let L be the limit of DA as the di with 
i@{i,,..., ii} decrease to 0. Every eigenvalue of Di, _, jAi,, i is an eigenvalue 
of L. But L is semistable, because A is D-stable and ‘the eigenvalues of DA 
depend continuously on the d,. 
(c) Let D > 0 be such that AD + DA T<O. Since any principal sub- 
matrix of AD + DA r is negative definite, the result is immediate. n 
We observe that (c) above is stated without proof in [3, p. 601 and proved 
independently in [5]. 
Although we have only defined the three types of stability for real 
matrices, the definitions and Theorem 1 hold for complex matrices. 
We follow Fiedler and Ptak [6] and Johnson [7] in 
DEFINITION 3. Let P denote the class of matrices whose signed principal 
minors are all positive and PO” the class whose signed principal minors are all 
non-negative, with at least one of each order positive. 
COROLLARY. lf A is either strongly stable or D-stuhle, then A E P,+. If 
A is Volterru-Lyapunoc stable, then A E P. 
Proof If A is strongly stable or D-stable, then by Theorem 1 any 
principal submatrix A,, _, if is semistable. Therefore ( - l)bVil _, ,$ > 0, since 
Mi, ‘, is the product of the eigenvalues of Ail,, $, and the complex eigenval- 
ues occur in conjugate pairs. As well, the stability of A implies that every 
coefficient of its characteristic polynomial (I) is positive, and hence A E Pa+. 
(This is well known when A is D-stable; see, for example, Theorem 0 of [7].) 
If A is Volterra-Lyapunov stable, then A E P because every principal 
submatrix is stable. n 
The last result is (I)-(A) in [13] or [5, Theorem Z(3)]. 
In general, stability plus the conditions of Theorem 1 are far from 
sufficient. Nevertheless. we have 
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THEOREM 2. For normal matrices and in the class II? = {A : q, > 0 for d 
i# j}, strong, D- and Volterra-Lyapunoc stability are all equivalent to 
stability. Furthermore for symmetric m&rices and the ckw 1’?, A is stable ij 
und only if A E P. 
Proof. If a normal matrix A is stable, then it is also Volterra-Lyapunov 
stable, because A + A T < 0. By Proposition 1, this implies strong and D-sta- 
bility, both of which again imply stability. It is a standard result that a 
symmetric A is stable if and only if A E P. 
When A E ~7 is stable, -A is known in the literature as an M-matrix. By 
Fiedler and Pthk [6, Theorem 4.31, stability and the condition AE P are 
equivalent in 9, and if A E ? is stable, then AD has dominant principal 
diagonal for some D > 0. Furthermore, from Johnson [8, Theorem 21 it 
follows that any real matrix with dominant negative principal diagonal is 
Volterra-Lyapunov stable, Therefore, a stable A E ?I- is also Volterra- 
Lyapunov stable. The proof is completed by applying Proposition 1. q 
However, these three types of stability are in general all quite different. 
From the proof of Proposition 1, it is clear that Volterra-Lyapunov stability 
of A is equivalent to: 
for every D > 0 there exists a diagonal N > 0 such that 
(DA)H+ZZ(ArD)<O, (2) 
while by the Lyapunov theorem, D-stability is equivalent to: 
for every D > 0 there exists a symmetric H > 0 such that (2) holds. 
An analogous comparison can be made between Volterra-Lyapunov and 
strong stability. 
We will need 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf A is in either P or PO”, then file .same is true of 
A - D for all D 2 0 and DA for ull D > 0. 
Proof. For any I s i, < i,< ’ . . < ii < n, (- l)idet(A- D)il,,,ii is a non- 
negative linear combination of the signed principal minors of Ail,,,$, in which 
the coefficient of ( - l)%4iI,, i, 
less than (- l)h4i,,,,i. 
is 1. Therefore, (- l)idet(A - D)il,,,i, is not 
For any principal minor of DA, 
det(DA)i1,,,i,=di,dzp..-d4detAi ,.,, i. 
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From this proposition it follows that if A E PO+, then A - D is invertible 
for all D > 0. As well, the eigenvalues of A - D are continuous functions of D 
and occur in conjugate pairs, and thus we can conclude that a stable A E Pa+ 
is strongly stable if and only if none of the A - D have a positive imaginary 
eigenvalue. Therefore, strong stability is equivalent to: 
A is stable and in P,f with 
{x= (xi) E C” :xj=O ti (Ax) j=O, and for xi#O, Re(Ax)i/xi >O, 
Im(Ax) //xi > 0 and the Im(Ax) !/xi are all equal} = (0). 
This is the set of eigenvalues x defined by (A - D)x = iXx for some D > 0 and 
positive h. On the other hand, D-stability is equivalent to: 
A is stable with 
andIm(Ax)i/xi>O} = (0). 
The dissimilarity of these two conditions would seem to indicate that no 
simple connection exists between strong stability and D-stability, and in 
particular, that D-stability does not imply strong stability as was speculated 
in [9]. However, as we shall see in the following two sections, this conjecture 
does remain valid for matrices of order 2 and 3. 
At this point we remark that Theorem 1 of Johnson [lo] requires an 
additional hypothesis and may be stated correctly thus: 
Let A be (positiue) D-stable. Then for every rwn-zero XE R” which 
satisfies xi = 0 if and only if (Ax)~ =0 there is a D > 0 such that x T DA x > 0. 
An example which shows that we cannot omit the hypothesis “xi = 0 if 
and only if (Ax)~ =O” is provided by 
A= [i r& y] and x=[y]. 
A is positive D-stable, since the eigenvalues of DA are da, 
(4&=z/ 2, but x TDAx = - d3 < 0 for all D = diag( d,, d,, 4 ) > 0. 
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3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR 
MATRICES OF ORDER 2 
As expected, these conditions are easily obtained. 
THEOREM 3. For a real 2 x 2 matrix A, necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions 
(a) for both strong stability and D-stability are that A be in P:; 
(b) for Volterra-Lyapunov stability are that A be in P. 
Proof. 
(a) By the corollary of Theorem 1, A E PO+ is necessary. Since the 
Routh-Hurwitz conditions for the stability of Eq. (l), when n =2, are 
cr, ca > 0, sufficiency follows immediately from Proposition 2. This theorem 
was proven for D-stability by Johnson [7]. 
(b) Necessity comes from the corollary of Theorem 1. Verifying 
sufficiency is an easy exercise and is done by Goh [ 111 in the course of 
proving his Theorem 1. H 
4. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR 
MATRICES OF ORDER 3 
The conditions remain simple in the case of strong stability, but become 
more complicated for D- and Volterra-Lyapunov stability. We require 
DEFINITION 4. Three pairs of nonnegative real numbers (pi, 9i), i = 
1,2,3, are said to dominate a positive real number (Y > 0 if 
( 1 
2 
i- >a, 
i=l 
with equality implying that at least one of the pairs ( ~~,9~) has exactly one 
member equal to zero. 
THEOREM 4. A 3 X 3 real matrix A is 
(a) strongly stable if and only if A E P,,+ and A is stable; 
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(b) D-stable if and onZy if A E P; and (- a,,,M&, (- uz2, M,,), 
( - %’ M,,) dominate - det A ; 
(c) Voltema-Lyapuno@ stclhle if und only if A E P and the inequalities 
pl ( y) = (aI3 y + QT - 4a,,(l, y < 0, in) 
pz( y)=(h, y+h,)“-4M,,;1~,y<O, (4) 
where h, = a12az3 - a22a13 and 12, = az1uz2 - a22~~31, are satisfied simultcl- 
neously. 
Proof. 
(a) We need only show that a stable A E P,+ is strongly stable. The 
Routl-Hurwitz conditions for the stability of the characteristic polynomial 
(1) are ci, ca, ca, clcZ - ca > 0. For any D, = diag(d, O,O), the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomial of A - D, are ci + d, c2 - d (azz + a& and ca + 
dM,,. Now A -D, E P,+ for all D, > 0, and will be stable for all such D, if 
(cl+d)(c,-d(a,,+cL,,)j>c,+rzM,, for all d > 0, 
or equivalently, 
-(~~~+a~~)d~+(M~~+M~~-c~(~~~~+a~))d+c~c~-c~>O for all d > 0. 
But the latter is true because the coefficients of d2 and d are both 
nonnegative and clcZ - ca > 0. Thus A - D, is in PC: and is stable whenever 
A is, and the same clearly holds for D, = diag(O,d,O) and D,= diag(O,O, d). 
Therefore, A - D = A - C:= lDi is stable. 
(b) This is proven by Cain [12]. 
(c) It is enough to show that, in the class of matrices P, Volterra- 
Lyapunov stability is equivalent to (3) and (4) being satisfied simultaneously. 
Using h,D, = - u,,detA + M,,Ma,, one obtains that 
has discriminant 16a,,M,,Ma,detA, and hence that pz( y) < 0 on an interval 
of the positive half line. The same is true for pl( y) <O, and so the condition 
is just that these two intervals intersect. 
Since a positive multiple of a negative definite matrix is again negative 
definite, Volterra-Lyapunov stability is equivalent to the existence of a 
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D= diag(1, X, y) > 0 for which AD + DA r < 0. It is a straightforward exercise 
to verify that 
det(AD+DAr)=2[c,( y)x’+ci( y)x+c,( y)], 
where 
coi Y) = u12%2 (UK3 Y + 4 - %342 Y - %42~ 
Cl ( Y) = lb1 Y + h2h Y +%d+2b11%3+%3~12 1 Yy 
c2(Y)=~21~~2,(~l,Y+~,l)Y-~ll~~Y2-~,~~lY~ 
and that 
cf( Y) -4%( Y)C2( Y) = PA Y) P2( !!I. 
Furthermore, 
(i) if pi( y) CO, th en co( y), c2( y) > 0, and pz( y) = u& p,( y) in the case 
that cO( y) = 0; 
(ii) if pi( y), p2( y) CO, then c,( y) CO. 
We prove the statements about cO( y). As was previously noted, pi( y) < 0 
implies that y > 0, and hence that - uaa~~~ y - urru& > 0. Thus ca( y) > 0, 
because 
where the first inequality is due to p,( y) < 0 and the second to 0 < (us& y 
- u,,u&)“. On inspec ting this argument it is clear that ca( y) =0 implies 
ui2 = ua2 = 0, from which it follows that p2( y) = ui2p1( y). The proofs of 
c2( y) > 0 and ci( y) < 0 are similar. 
Now since the diagonal elements of AD + DA T are negative, the matrix is 
negative definite precisely when one second order principal minor is positive 
and the determinant is negative, and in particular when (3) and 
co(Y)~2+c1(Y)~+c2(Y)<~) (5) 
hold for some X, y > 0. But by the above facts, if p,( y) <O, then c& y) > 0; 
and if c,,( y) = 0, then p2( y) = uz2 p,( y) and (5) is satisfied for all x sufficiently 
large; while if ca( y) >O, then (5) is satisfied for some x >0 if and only if 
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ps( y) < 0. Therefore, (3) and (4) hold if and only if (3) and (5) do, and the 
proof is complete. n 
REMARK. If the leading coefficients of p,( y) and ~a( y) are both non- 
zero, then the endpoints of the intervals on which (3) and (4) hold are, 
respectively, 
and 
M12Mz3+ a,,detA +2vM,,M,a,adetA 
b? 
Special cases occur when one, but not both, of the leading coefficients is 
zero. Of course, if both leading coefficients equal 0, then (3) and (4) are 
satisfied simultaneously for all y sufficiently large. 
It is easy to see from the definition that if A is Volterra-Lyapunov stable, 
then so are A T, D,AD, for any D,, D, > 0, A-’ and PAPT for any permuta- 
tion matrix P. While the conditions of Theorem 4(c) are clearly invariant 
under the first two operations on A, it is not obvious that they are invariant 
under the last two. 
me author would like to thank the referee for his comment.~, which have 
led to significant improvements in the paper. 
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